
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS 

(RAILWAY BOARD) 
 

 
NO.2008/RBCC/4/2/CENSUS(MG CHG).                      New Delhi, dated:   25 
04.08          
 
 
The General Manager(Optg, Mech, Elec) 
 All M.G.Railways, 
 
The General Manager(Mechanical), 
Integral Coach Factory, 
Chennai (for information only) 
 
The Chief Engineer,  
Rail Coach Factory, 
Kapurthala,Punjab (for information only) 
  
               Sub:-  All India M.G. Coaching Census to be held on 31.05.08. 
 
                Ref:   Board’s XXR WIRELESS MESSAGE/POST COPYdated: 
23.4.2008      
                        

1. It has been decided by Railway Board to conduct an All India Census 
of  M.G.Coaches at 12 Hrs on 31.05.2008   

 
2. The census will be jointly conducted by the Traffic,Mechanical and 

Electrical branches of Zonal Railways. There will be an enumerator  
from the Traffic/Commercial branches and Technical Assessor not 
lower than the level of SSE(C&W)/Train Examiner from the Mechanical 
Department. As far as possible adequately literate staff should be 
deputed for this purpose. At such stations where SSE(C&W)and JE(I) 
are not ordinarily available, they should be sent well in time to be in 
position before the Census commences. All deputed staff for this 
census should be adequately briefed by the Mechanical, Electrical and  
Operating officers in the detailed instructions for undertaking the 
census. Adequate clerical and manpower assistance by 
Khalasis/painters etc.should also be arranged. 

 
3. Detailed instructions about the method of undertaking census and the 

location where census is to be taken will be the same as circulated for 
the previous M.G Coaching Census. 

 
4. A trial census drill should be conducted about 15 days in advance of   

the actual census day to ensure that staff deputed for this work is 
properly trained and becomes familiar with the detailed instructions 
relating to the census. 

 
5. The tally sheets and summary sheets may be got cyclostyled/printed        

immediately. 
6. Some of the salient features of the scheme are as under:- 



 
i. Each tally sheet shall consist of eight pages with page No.1&2 

containing heading and instructions to enumerators, page No.3 to 7 
being for enumeration of the maximum of 99 coaches under prescribed 
columns and page number 8 containing instructions to Circle Officers. 

 
ii. Divisions  should  be divided into Circles and Circles into Blocks by two 

digit numerical figures i.e, 01 to 10, 11 to 20 etc. The same may be  
advised to the census staff concerned through the normal process of 
Census circulars, which are issued by the Zonal Railways Hqrs, 
Offices  and Divisions. 

 
iii. No compilation will be necessary at Divisional or the Railways level 

excepting a single process of summarizing the position Circle-wise and 
Division-wise for each Railway indicating the number of coaches  
enumerated in terms of units. No condemned coaches are to be 
enumerated. Military coaches, if enumerated must be suffixed with ‘M’ 
to identify the Military coach. Only Railway number of Military coaches 
be entered in tally sheets. ‘A’ will be suffixed in case of Air Brake. 
Coach number should be entered as follows in column No 18 to 23. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Column                          18      19     20      21     22      23 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Coach No 834                8        3      4    
Coach No 599/A             5        9      9                           A 
Coach No 6575/M          6        5      7        5                 M 
Coach No  05971            0       5      9       7       1                                                                         
--------------------------------------------------------------------------                  

 
iv. TVV,VVN,Rail Cars, RU/ERU and goods stock like CB etc, made   

temporarily fit to run by passenger trains should not be included in the 
census eumeration and if  enumerated during census should be 
removed from the tally sheets at the time of scrutiny. However 
coaching census will include M.G.coaching vehicles loaded on the flat 
wagons. It should also include self –propelled coaching vehicles like 
EMU/DMU/MEMU and Rail buses.        

 
v. Railway should also take special care about the marking on the 

coaches       which  have been enumerated  once to avoid duplicate 
enumeration. 

 
vi. The marking should be stenciled in white paint. 

 
vii. Marking should be strictly stenciled under the coach    number painted       

on  both  sides of the coach. 
 

viii. Census has become a permanent and regular feature. To avoid    
confusion with old marking, the Board has slightly modified the old 
marking procedure by stenciling ‘7’ inside the triangle to dignify the 
2007 and ‘8’ inside the equilateral triangle of size 6” each side for 2008 
and so on for future guidance. 



ix. In case of running trains, arrangements for taking census should be 
made at a station where the halt is 10 Mts, or more around census 
time. 

 
It should be ensured that all the corrections in respect of above items   
are carried out at Zonal level and the staff do not deviate from the 
above instructions. 

 
7. The Census shall be conducted on the prescribed tally sheets. Tally 

sheets should be jointly signed by the enumerators and the Tech. 
Assessors. The tally sheets, duly filled in and arranged along with 
summaries of the enumeration circle-wise and Railway/Division-wise 
for the whole Railway should be made over to the Data Processing 
Managers of concerned Railway within 10 days of the date of census 
i.e.by 10.06.2008. 

 
8. Data Processing managers will ensure that the coaching census data 

is sent in floppy/CD’S. The Data Entry is to be done for each entry in 
the tally sheets from the columns 1 to 81, exactly as per entries made 
for each individual coaching vehicle leaving blank for columns where 
no information is filled in. All entries shall be left adjusted. After data 
entry the same must be listed and manually checked by Optg Staff. 
This process should be repeated till the mistakes are rectified . The 
data will be handed over to the Zonal Census officers for onward 
dispatch to Railway Board Computer Cell along with the tally sheets 
and final listing of the coaches enumerated. It is desired that staff 
deputed for this purpose from Optg and Mech branches should report 
to this office by 30.06.2008. 

 
9. A census officer should be nominated immediately for ensuring smooth     

Census Operations and his name must be communicated to Board’s 
Computer Centre without delay. The census officers should keep day 
to day watch over the progress of the Census work and frequently call 
the Circle Officers, Divisional Census Officer to brief them about the 
ensuing Census job extensively and who in turn educate their staff for 
the success of the Census.  Please keep a watch over the 
Division/Workshops to submit their tally sheets well in time. 
Headquarters Coaching Inspectors should also be deputed to Division 
to supervise the census work. Military authorities should also be 
actively involved for the success of census. Action taken in this regard 
may please be conveyed to Board’s Computer Center early. 

 
                  Please acknowledge the receipt.           

 
                                                                                             ( Chhatrasal Singh) 

                                                                                                     Dir. (C&IS) 
Railway Board. 

Copy to:- Data Processing Managers, All M.G.Railways for information and 
necessary action. 
NOTE :-  These instructions are also available on INDIAN RAILWAYS 
website (www.Indianrailways.gov.in) in “computerisation & information 
system” under “RAILWAY BOARD DIRECTORATE” 


